Abstract:
We argue that to reflect participant interactivity in conversational dialogue, the Christiansen & Chater (C&C) perspective needs a formal grammar framework capturing word-by-word incrementality, as in Dynamic Syntax, in which syntax is the incremental building of semantic representations reflecting real-time parsing dynamics. We demonstrate that, with such formulation, syntactic, semantic, and morpho-syntactic dependencies are all analysable as grounded in their potential for interaction.
<C-Text begins>
Following their observation of a Now-or Never bottleneck on cognitive processing and a Chunk-and-Pass constraint to overcome this hurdle, Christiansen & Chater (C&C) set the challenge that existing grammars be evaluated in terms of commensurability with their claim that language itself should be seen in processing terms. Directly in line with their perspective is Dynamic Syntax (DS), in which syntax is a set of mechanisms for online building of semantic representations used in both production and perception (Cann et al. 2005; 2007; Kempson et al. 2001; . These mechanisms involve anticipatory specifications of structure relative to some other structure as context, with the need for subsequent update, thus achieving the desired tightly time-constrained interpretation process. As codevelopers of DS, we suggest three points of comparison between DS and the construction-grammar (CoG) perspective which C&C envisage: (1) incrementality; (2) the parsing-production interface; (3) lack of structural universals specific to language.
Though C&C stress the importance of incrementality of both parsing and production, given that CoG defines syntax as stored construction-types, somehow learned as wholes, it is not clear what basis this provides for the word-by-word incrementality displayed in conversation. In informal dialogue, participants can interrupt one another at any point, effortlessly switching roles. These switches can split any syntactic and semantic dependencies distributing them across more than one participant: In the following examples, number 1 involves a syntactic split between preposition and noun, and between infinitive and controlling subject; and number 2 involves a morpho-syntactic dependency split (have plus past participle) and a syntactic/semantic dependency split (reflexive and local antecedent). Such data, despite being widespread in conversation, pose severe challenges to conventional syntactic assumptions, including CoG, because the fragments are characteristically not induced as independently licensed by the grammar and even the sequence may not be well-formed, as in example number 2. Furthermore, it is hard to see how C&C's account of such interactions, given a Levelt-like characterisation of production as the inverse of parsing, can match the required level of granularity.
In contrast, such data follow as an immediate consequence of the DS view of syntax. Speakers and hearers both use the defined tree-growth mechanisms to construct a representation of what is being said, taking the immediate context as input: The only difference between them is the additional requirement on speakers that the construction process has to be commensurate with some more richly annotated (possibly incomplete) structure corresponding to what they have in mind. This dynamic predicts that switching from parsing to production, and the converse, will be seamless, yielding the effect of intandem construction without needing to invoke higher levels of inference (Poesio & Rieser 2011) or superimposed duplication of the one type of activity upon the other (Pickering & Garrod 2013b) . Each individual will simply be constructing the emergent structure relative to the context he or she has just constructed in his or her other capacity 2013) . Despite DS commitment to word-by-word incrementality, interpretation can be built up with apparent delays, because language input invariably encodes no more than partial content specifications, allowing subsequent enrichment.
The result is, as C&C say, that there will no encapsulated, specifically linguistic, universals; these will be grounded in general constraints on online cognitive processing. However, this should not be taken as denying the existence of universals, for a robust set of structural universals are predicted as dictated by limits imposed by logical and processing constraints in combination. Consider the syntactic puzzle precluding multiple long-distance dependencies. Within DS, semantic representations as trees are defined as sets of nodes, each of which is uniquely identified in terms of its position relative to other nodes in the tree (Blackburn & Meyer-Viol 1994) . This restricts emergent tree growth to transitions which meet this characterisation. The effect is to freely license multiply building any one node, while ensuring that no such multiple actions give rise to distinguishable output. In the case of left-periphery effects, where on the DS account, nodes can be constructed as not yet fixed ("unfixed") within the current domain, nothing precludes such an action being repeated. However, such multiple applications of this strategy will invariably give rise to one and the same node, yielding a well-formed result as long as attendant attributes are compatible: hence, the restriction precluding multiple long-distance dependency. Verb-final languages, with their as-yet unfixed arguments, might seem apparent counterexamples; but here, the Chunk-and-Pass constraint provides an answer: Case specifications on an unfixed node are taken to induce an immediate update of that node to a locally fixed relation, allowing another construction of an unfixed node again with potential from its case specifications for update in anticipation of the following verb. The supposed counterexample of NP NP NP V sequences in verb-final languages thus merely demonstrates the interaction of logic-based and processing-based constraints, in turn accounting for typological observations such that verb-final languages are typically case-marking (Kempson & Kiaer 2010) .
This constraint extends to language change, further bolstering the overall perspective (Bouzouita & Chatzikyriakis 2009 ). As C&C observe, language change commonly involves prosodic reduction of adjacent items leading to composite grammaticalised forms. On the DS view, such novel creations would reflect what had earlier been discretely triggered sequences of update actions, now with the novel composite form triggering this sequence of update actions as a single macro induced by that form. Accordingly, we expect such grammaticalised forms to reflect whatever general limits are imposed by intersections of logic and processing constraints (see Chatzikyriakidis & Kempson [2011] for arguments that weak [clitic] pronoun clusters in Greek constitute such a case). In short, DS buttresses C&C's claims about language as a mechanism for progressive construction of informationbearing units. Despite much variation across languages, synchronic and diachronic, the C&C program promises to enable formally characterisable perspectives on language directly matching the dynamics of language behaviour in interaction. <C-Text ends>
